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To be human is to seek to understand the

films which captivate or even quell the masses as

Holocaust. So much of this understanding has

useless. In his study of the American Tiller Girls

been based upon socioeconomic and political

within The Mass Ornament, he recognizes both

reasoning. Countless attempts have been made

the opioid nature of the onscreen illusions but

using these methods to explain that which

is intent on understanding the root cause of the

seems utterly unexplainable. Explanations for

audience's obsession with the fantastic imagery.

the rise of Hitler and the Nazis are important.

Such an effort would fit directly into his idea of a

Scholars and theorists hope that through a

psychological history in which it is not useful to

further

an

analyze a film's effectiveness in attaining class

international credo of “never again" can feel even

consciousness, but rather to understand the

more genuine than before.

reasons why history created these particular

understanding
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Siegfried Kracauer's From Caligari t_o Hitler:

Psychological Histog; o_f th_e German Film is a

smart

and

provided an introduction to the text. From this,

confusing phenomena of preeWorld War 11

the reader will understand just how influential,

Germany. While this text is perhaps not so

thorough and, perhaps above all, contested From

influential or well known as those of the other

Caligari t_o Hitler has been. Quaresima praised

members of the Frankfurt school such as

Kracauer, providing a fairly detailed history of

Benjamin, Adorno and Horkheimer, the text is

his exile, his time in the United States and his

written confidently and the interpretations are

methodology

strong. For this reason, From Caligari t_o Hitler

introduction

offers excellent insight into the psychology of

introduces major criticism but always answers

the

of

them with evidence from his research of

humanity's darkest eras. Such a work should be

Kracauer's notes and letters. The thorough

appreciated by those who seek, as all people do,

introduction does the text justice as paves the

to find more explanation for the horrors of the

way for the text without letting its faults be

Holocaust.
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Kracauer's basis in the Frankfurt school

In Kracauer's own introduction and preface,

cannot be ignored. His Marxist background is

he introduces his reasoning for undertaking

central to his understanding of film, especially in

“psychological history" as a new and valuable

his essay, The Mass Ornament, published in June

method for historical research. This introduces

of 1927. Within the piece, he refuses to cast out

the book less as film theory, but more as a
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national history of an era through the lens of

thematic motifs which mirror the psychology of

their film. Kracauer makes immense claims

the

about the power of film to represent a nation's

explained

psychology. This psychology is revealed in film

becomes part of the understanding for the rest

not through “strict credos," but by exposing

of the text, allowing Kracauer to string together

certain “dispositions" (6). Kracauer's work is a

decades of film and psychology along historical

close study of German film from about the turn

and cinematic expressions.

German

people.

such

a

Once a chapter has

relationship,

the

theme

of the century to World War II. He feels strongly

The Archaic Period is named for the sparse

that era should be considered through a lens of

and simple contributions that the German film

psychology and that his type of psychological

industry made in the early part of the 20th

research through film could be beneficial when

century. One can understand the low quality of

studying

the film industry during this period to be the fate

the

“mass

behavior"

of

any

filmeproducing society (II).

of any new medium which people seek to

M Caligari t_o iler is separated into four

understand more fully.

eras in chronological order. The first is the

Kracauer's archaic period began in 1895 with

Archaic Period: the era from the beginning of the

the Brothers Skladonovski's introduction of the

German cinema to the end of World War I,

bioscope. For 15 years, however, Germany has

about 189571917. Next is the Postwar Period,

essentially

which includes the years 191871924. Third,

Instead, the films of other countries dominated

Kracauer coins the years 192471929 as the

small film houses. In 1910, members of German

Stabilized period. The fourth of these sections is

theatres recognized a potential for capturing

the PreeHitler period from 193071933.

stage performances for exhibition on film. While

no

autonomous

film

industry.

These constructed periods, while they follow

these films were “mistaken for works of art"

each other chronologically are equally clearly

because of their relation to the stage and

defined

within.

literature (17), audience reaction was indifferent

Kracauer draws his periodic divides based on a

at best. Kracauer believes that this identification

combination of social history of the German

of film as a medium for higheart was a key

people as well as the characteristics of the film

blunder of early German film as their strict

and the film industry. This overall organization is

adherence to old literary and stage conventions

a useful way to approach the goal of tracing the

severely limited their ability to grasp the laws of

rise of Nazism in Germany.

film.

by

the

cinematic

themes

Within these periods, Kracauer often uses

While Kracauer mostly sees the films of the

entire chapters to give new themes proper

Archaic period as a “junk heap" (28), there is

development.

provide

supposedly some importance in four films from

benchmarks in understanding as he identifies

the era. The reason which he appreciates these

These

chapters
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their

immediately followed by important, allitelling

foreshadowing of the themes and psychology

films. Instead, the German cinema turned to sex

which would later appear in the German cinema.

films and historical pageantries as their most

The Student of Prague (Paul Wegener, 1913)

preferred genres. While the content is often less

spoke to the German middle classes split

than riveting in these films, they often reveal

personality and social and economic ambiguity.

extreme preferences towards introversion and

Both

and

introspection. This refusal to represent outward

Homunculus (Otto Rippert, 1916) share themes

expression, favoring cinema reflective of the

with later films which would represent the

German condition prompts Kracauer's interest

isolation of Germany from the Allies and the rest

in the era. He believes the films through the

of the world. The Other (Max Mack, 1913), is the

years of 192071924 reveal “developments in

only of these four films which does not feature

almost inaccessible layers of the German mind"

something

(60).

four

films

explicitly

Golem

is

(Hanns

because

of

Lippmann,

supernatural,

but

1915)

rather

the

perhaps

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (Robert Wiene)

German

gave the German cinema world fame and gave

audiences approaching “collective uneasiness"

film a heightened artistic legitimacy in 1921. Its

with confidence (34), allowing audiences to

unique,

believe in the security that this confidence

visual

brings. The most valuable contribution of the

conditions making it the perfect film for a

archaic period, according to Kracauer, was the

continued

technological benefits of the new film industry

praises and echos praise for Caligari as the most

workers. While the era did not provide a

artistic endeavor in German cinema of its time. It

selfesustaining

a

was a triumph of pioneering visual style and

developmental period during

production design. While the film was heralded

mundane.

This

foreshadowed

mucheneeded
which

and

mundanity
emphasis

legacy

skilled

of

laborers

on

film,

could

it

was

learn

the

expressionist

styles

tendencies

explicitly

psychological

mean that

reference

history.

internal

Kracauer

as higheart worldwide, Kracauer admits that this

technological processes for film. At the end of

was

unappealing

or

inaccessible to

many

the era, there was a new generation of film

Germans of the time. After recognizing this, he

industry workers.

positions The Cabinet ofDr. Caligari as a catalyst
the

for German tyrant films of the early 1920s.

psychological history, Kracauer uncovers the

Caligari and the tyrant film genre share a

uneasiness and solitude of the German psyche in

fascination with the choice between tyranny and

the Postwar Period. Untethered by the social

chaos. This

pressure within a nation at war with the rest of

Kracauer, carries through nearly all of the

the planet, Germany experienced a certain

postwar era alongside his assertion of the

feeling of freedom. But this freedom was not

introspective nature of the German cinema.

With

the

groundwork

laid

for

common thread, according to
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In the second half of the 1920s, German film
changed

considerably.

The

golden

era

bred the familiar neutrality and allowed for the

of

masses to retreat into the comfort of the of

German expressionism came to an end. While

status quo. The PreeHitler period also shows

the nation was entering the Stabilized Period, the

signs of the violence and the continued conflict

film industry was faced with a significant

between tyranny and chaos.

decline. Kracauer attributes the slump in the film

Two main types of films dominated Germany

continued social paralysis

in the PreeHitler period. The first are films which

amongst the German people. Three main types

“testified to antieauthoritarian positions" which

of films existed in this era according to Kracauer.

supposedly find ways to speak explicitly in

The first merely acknowledged the existence of

support of leftist inclinations (223). The second

the German “state of paralysis" (138), the second

type of film “served for an outlet for the existing

showed the aspects of German life that were

authoritarian tendencies" (251). The latter is most

paralyzed and the third showed the inter

characterized

workings of the paralyzed collective soul. By the

provided the generic roots for Leni Riefenstahl

numbers, there were far more films in the first

and her explicit propaganda films which would

group

emerge under Nazi rule.

industry to

while

the

the

others

were

much

less

common.
By the end of the Stabilized period, Kracauer

by the

National Epic which

Throughout his recounting of Hitler's rise,
Kracauer

emphasized

the

German

masses

draws a relationship between the new social

ideological opposition to Hitler. According to

criticism preferred by the Germans in political

Kracauer

life and the film of the age. With the Reichstag

overpowered

elections of 1928, many leftist parties were put in

psychological predisposition to the “kind of

power and the German public became more

system Hitler offered" (271). This predisposition,

interested in critical literature. This active period

he asserts in his introduction, can be best traced

was short however. It lasted through the years

in film because of the collective nature of film

1928729, and soon after, Germany returned to its

production (a tenant commonly held in Marxist

paralysis. It was the paralysis of facing a system

film theory) and because of its imagined

armed only with internal discontent. It is the

audience as anonymous and massive. Film is

same paralysis which had come to define the

created and viewed by an anonymous multitude

Stabilized Period in Kracauer's eyes.

giving it far less individual influence and more

The PreeHitler Period coincided with the

this

ideological
by

the

divide

German

was
masses'

impact on a broad scale.

coming of sound to the cinema. This sound

Kracauer's goal at the start of the book is

allowed for musicals to become a popular

ambitious. It is an attempt to create an entirely

hopeful dream for the German people. The

new way of understanding a society. As stated,

ability to easily incorporate scores and songs

Kracauer makes no claim that the text is a
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theoretical reading, but rather a historical one.

in 1947, Kracauer's dedication to film as a

The fact

historical

text

Kracauer's interpretations of the German films

dedication

along

he studied are just that: interpretations. This may

thorough iconographic analysis make From

cause slight issues in terms of the objectivity of

Caligari t_ Hitler a powerhouse information

the historical explanations he offers. While it

regarding one of humanity's biggest questions.

of the matter is, however,

that

may be true, for example, that the presence of
the British detective in the German cultural
foreground represented their longing for the
problematic hope of liberal democracy, there is
nothing, aside from Kracauer's own words, to
defend such a claim. Any argument resting upon
Kracauer's understanding of the British detective
would then incur compounding levels of doubt
so long as he is the only voice in support of such
a claim.
According

to

Quaresima's

introduction,

Kracauer's reliance on his own theoretical
deduction rather than on genuine observation is
among the most frequent criticism of the text.
This conflict does not damn the work however.
Overall, m Caligari t_o iler contains such a

wealth

of

knowledge

and

consistent

presentation that one is almost comfortable
allowing Kracauer to become the sole source of
information

on

the

introduction

reminds

subject.

the

Quaresima's

reader

of

the

dedication Kracauer had to film, having watched
countless films of the era and uncovered their
psychology in the span of four years. Still reading
Kracauer's interpretations as inherent historical
truth would be misguided.
m Caligari t_o iler's most impressive

contribution seems to be in relation to the
importance given to film. Having been published

was
with

unprecedented.
his

This

impressive and

